
E  VALUATION MEETING FOR STUDENTS IN MACERATA  
RESULTS

24-28 October 2011

Results:

- Number of students who answered the evaluation: 14
- Not all the students answered all the questions.
- The points that you see are the media on each item.
- You can also see the global media on each question.



Items: Questions

GENERAL ASPECTS 3,2

General organisation of the 

meeting              2,7
Planning

Schedule

Quality of the information given

Amount of the information given

Information in time

Free time

Communication system

Excursions

2,8

2,7

2,3

2,7

2,5

2,9

3

3

Host Families           3,9 Hospitality 

Food provided 

Entertainment

Atmosphere

4

4

3,7

3,9

School              3,2 Hospitality

Food provided

Entertainment

Atmosphere

3,4

3,5

2,9

3,3

Working on the project
Did you feel comfortable? Why?
-Yes,  because  other  students  were  kind,  nice,  friendly  and 
funny; because I met a lot of people and because the activities 
were interesting.

-  No,  because  everyone  spoke  in  Italian,  teachers  spoke in 
Italian and we got no information.



Items: Questions

Did you feel being involved in the project? Why?
-Yes,  because  activities  were  interesting,  they  were  well 
organised,  we  worked  all  together  in  a  comfortable 
atmosphere, we were able to work with students from other 
countries about different topics and I took part in the project.

-No,  because I  couldn’t  see the project and we only visited 
Italy and boring museums.

-Sometimes,  because  the  explanations  were  given  only  in 
Italian.

Were my ideas taken into account? Why?
-Yes,  because I  felt  that  other students took in account my 
ideas,  we were able to cooperate and mixed our ideas,  we 
were kind,  we had  time to  explain  our  personal  ideas  and 
after working I could explain the conclusions of my work.

Participation      3,3 My work during the work-sessions was: 3,2
Why?
-We had fun together,  we worked and felt  involved in  the 
project, it was interesting and we worked in a good way.

-I often didn´t understand.

Other students’ work during the work-sessions was: 3,5
Why?
-They were friendly, all students that participated were kind 
and ready to work, it was easy to work with them, we worked 
together and we had a great time.

-It was interesting to learn other languages and cultures.

-They translate from Italian to English or German.

Teachers’ attitude to work was: 3,4
 Why?
-They were prepared, they had an excellent attitude to work 
with us and they had good ideas and good knowledge of the 
topic.
-They did a great effort to carry out all the activities almost 
perfectly.
-They helped us and they spent a lot of their free time.
-They couldn´t speak English well.



Items: Questions

Teachers’ attitude to students was 3,4
 Why?
-They  paid  attention  to  students  and  they  took  care  of 
problems concerning families, school or friends.
-They  explained  the  work  and  they  helped  and  guided  us 
during the work.
-They only worked with their own students.
-They didn´t listen when we wanted to finish something when 
it was boring.

How could it be improved?
-Giving  us  more  information  about  the  student  we  host, 
organization and timetables.
-With games, jokes because it was very bored.
-Speaking English all the time.
-Less travelling time by bus.

Additional comments -Great experience for my family that was enthusiastic. 
-I´ve learnt a lot of things and I met fantastic people.
-Amazing.
-Communication system has to be improved.
-More countries participating.
-More days.
-More free time.
-Excursions were not interesting and translation was bad.
-The best excursions were the caves and the beach.
-I met a lot of people. 
-I  was  very  happy  with  my  host  family,  they  were  very 
hospitality.
-Better organization.
-Spanish girls were very nice.


